On the basis of written examination held on 26.02.2012 for the below mentioned posts, the following candidates have provisionally qualified for being called for the verification of original certificates in support of their educational qualification, age, community and their original call letter/admit card, photograph, signature etc. The candidates are directed to report for the above said verification on 26.11.2012 at 8.30 hrs. in RRB Office, Divisional Office Compound, Western Railway, Mumbai Central, Mumbai - 400 008 as per schedule indicated below. Candidates are being individually intimated. However, RRB will not be responsible for the postal delay or wrong delivery, if any. The Roll Nos. are given below horizontally in ascending order. The first Five digits i.e. 24100 are common to all Roll Nos. hence omitted in printing after first Roll Number.


24100021910044  022910052  024910121  024910125  024910139  TOTAL-05

30% EXTRA CANDIDATES

24100024910122  024910144  TOTAL-02

CAT NO. 06  NAME OF CATEGORY : TECHNICIAN III (ELECTRICAL FITTER)

On the basis of written examination held on 26.02.2010 for the above mentioned post, no candidate has been found eligible for being called for verification.


24100072930313  073910215  074910222  074910230  074910246  074910250  074910253  074920278  074930321  TOTAL-09


24100112920350  114910339  TOTAL-02

The additional 30% Extra candidates are called as standby candidates and they will be considered for empanelment only if there is shortfall in empanelment from the main list. The candidates are required to bring all their original marksheets and certificates including the original disability certificate issued by the Competent Authority. The candidates must produce their original matriculation certificate for date of birth verification and Degree in specified trade from a recognised Board/Institute on the day of verification without fail. If any of the above candidate does not receive the call letter, the candidate may check the Railway Recruitment Board’s notice board/web site and attend the document verification strictly on the specified date indicated along with all documents.

The candidates belonging to SC/ST & OBC should bring their original caste certificate in prescribed format. In case of OBC candidates the caste certificate should be current and not more than one year old and should have clause of Non-Creamy Layer.

Candidates should also bring their original call letter of Written Examination and call letter for Document Verification and the photocopies of all the original certificates and documents including the original disability certificate issued by the Competent Authority. Any candidate coming for the verification without complete documents will be asked to return and their candidature shall be liable to be cancelled.

Merely calling the candidates for document verification will not confer on them the right for employment in any Zonal Railway/Railway Organisation.

While every care has been taken in preparing the result, the Railway Recruitment Board reserves the right to rectify errors and omissions if any.

The details of the Document Verification of above result are displayed on official website of Railway Recruitment Board, Mumbai www.rrmbombay.gov.in and also on Notice Board of Railway Recruitment Board, Mumbai.
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